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Abstract 

 

  We investigate current aspects of commodity 

NPUs and discover their limitations of NPUs. As a 

result, NPUs could not support all kinds of 

operations from neural networks because NNs have 

rapidly evolved. To remedy the challenge, we 

present a concept for a harmonious system. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have 

changed the technology landscape, ranging from 

computer vision to machine translation. The 

resource requirements prevent CNNs from being 

used in mobile and embedded devices because 

recent CNNs require huge computational resources 

to handle hundreds of megabytes of weight 

parameters. To afford costly CNNs on resource-

constrained mobile devices, many researchers have 

tackled this challenge by trimming down CNN 

complexity with various compression techniques 

and accelerating CNNs using special hardware such 

as neural processing units (NPU). Big-tech 

companies have already rolled out their products 

for CNN acceleration such as Google TPU [1], Intel 

Movidius NCS [2], NVIDIA-NVDLA [3], and 

Huawei-Kirin [4]. 

In this paper, to investigate the limitations of 

these commodity NPUs, we perform testing on 

NVIDIA-NVDLA and VTA (similar to Google-TPU) 

[5]. As a result, NPUs could not support all kinds of 

operations from neural networks. To support 

diverse CNNs and augment the synergy of 

heterogeneous units, we present a harmonious 

system that automatically optimizes operation 

schedules for CPUs, GPUs, and NPUs. Figure 1 

shows an overall concept of harmony. Towards 

efficient inference of modern CNNs, the harmony 

takes into account the following: i) an optimal 

intermediate representation (IR) generator for 

orchestration of heterogeneous computing units, ii) 

a method of scheduling primitive operations, and iii) 

precision-aware computing to support diverse data 

types on NPUs.  

We believe that our concept could make deep 

learning-related tasks on a local device faster and 

more power-efficient. 
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Figure 1 Overview of the harmony 

 

II. Experimental Results 

 

Table 1 shows inference time by running ResNet 

models on different NPUs. Considering low power 

consumption, NPUs achieved comparable 

performance to server-side GPGPU. However, 

NPUs do not completely support all operations of 

ResNet because it contains a residual layer that 

skips a few layers, unlike trivial CNNs. It leads to a 

necessity to use general-purpose computing units 

(CPU and GPU). Therefore, in order to support the 

latest CNNs such as ResNet, NPU system should be 

combined with general-purpose processors. 

 

Table 1 Inference results of ResNet models on 

Jetson Xaiver and VTA PYNQ-Z1 boards 

Computing 
Unit 

NN 
Model 

Precision Power Latency 

NVDLA + 
Volta GPU 

Resnet 
50 

FP16 30W 0.048 s 

VTA + 
Cortex-A9 

Resnet 
18  

INT8 2.5W 0.50 s 

 

Ⅳ. Conclusion 

 

  We discovered the limitation of commodity NPUs. 

The limitation was that all kinds of operations from 

neural networks were not executed in NPUs. For 

end-to-end inference, traditional computing units 

like CPU or GPU should be involved. For the 

heterogenous computing, we presented the concept 

of the harmonious system. Also, we are planning to 

implement our concept in real hardware. 
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